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Vintage & Vogue
By Johann Mynhardt, SAU CEO

The marketing buzzword of the late
1900’s, “vintage”, was often used as an
adjective describing something which
represented the best of its time. With our
25 year anniversary coming up next year,
we’ve taken a moment to reflect upon
our origin and journey to the present.
Like

the

word

“vintage”,

(originally

derived from the Latin word “vinum”
meaning wine) we too have undergone
an evolution brought about by changing
needs and times.

Popular premiums for
popular people

There seems to be a delicate balance
between what we all would consider
vintage and the abandonment thereof
in the interests of innovation and
technology. Finding the sweet spot
that cherishes the lessons learnt and

Select any vehicle from the Ford Focus range and see our

harnesses the powers of invention and

already competitive rates rebel against expectation.
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creativity is represented by our pursuit
to deliver suitable and relevant product
offerings for the here and now.
Expectations have never been higher
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NEWS

HYUNDAI IMPLEMENTS ANTI-CAR JAMMER DEVICE
You can now jam-proof your Hyundai with a new accessory from the Korean manufacturer.
As we all know, this kind of unforced entry into cars by thieves is increasing in South Africa,
however Hyundai claims its new Sanji ZX Jam Alert can combat this new crime method.
Offered as an optional accessory, the ZX Jam Alert
will do all that checking for you, and help to lower
the levels of paranoia about car jammers who use
remote locking devices to block the signal of your
remote control key.
If the Sanji ZX Jam Alert detects a signal from a
car lock jammer’s device, it will give four sound
pulses from the 110 decibel siren to alert the car
owner. The ZX Jam Alert, a product of Sanji Security
Systems (a preferred supplier of Hyundai Automotive
South Africa), gets fitted in the engine compartment

of your Hyundai without any complicated intrusion
into the wiring harness of your car.

time of 45 minutes to install. Sanji also offers added
peace of mind from an optional backup battery.

Installation of the ZX Jam Alert, which draws its
power from the car’s battery, will also not affect the
Hyundai’s warranty and it can be done at the time of
purchase of the car or as an after-fitment at any of
Hyundai dealerships

Sanji supplies full instructions of how to test the ZX
Jam Alert once it has been installed to make sure it
will warn you if a jammer is operating in the vicinity
of your car. The price of the ZX Jam Alert is R896,61

The ZX Jam Alert, contained in a water resistant
housing, carries a warranty of 3 years or 100 000
km, whichever expires first, and will take an average

(including VAT and fitment).

full article

OLD WAYS
The days of fraudsters plundering consumers’ bank accounts through unauthorised debits
are over. Well, at least they will be in the next eight months.
One of the “most complex and biggest payment
projects” yet undertaken will start in October, albeit a
year behind schedule. The system, whereby explicit
authentication - basically, a consumer’s permission
- will be needed before an account can be debited,
should end years of debit order abuse.

- which is why many slip through undetected by

It’s a major bonus for tens of thousands of bank
customers who have their accounts raided month
after month, sometimes several times a month, by

withdrawn from their account.

companies they’ve never heard of.
Last year alone the Payments Association of South
Africa shut down 150 small call centres, mainly in
Durban, from which dodgy debits were emanating.
Unfortunately, these outfits tend to pop up again
under new names. The illegal amounts withdrawn
are usually on the low end - normally around R100

account holders.
That’s all about to end with the new Authenticated
Collections Project, mandated by the Reserve Bank
and driven by the association. In this new system,
only debit orders authorised by a consumer can be

This mandatory authentication will be done in various
ways - including in person through a card swipe or
through an SMS request from the bank when a
system operator (the middleman agent handling the
debit run) tries to load a debit.
For now, only early debits (known as non-authenticated
debit orders, or Naedo) - those deducted immediately
after salaries are paid to increase collection rates -

will be affected. Naedo debits, which total 14 million
a month valued at R9-billion, are the most commonly
disputed, with up to 6% contested per month.
It will eventually roll out to all types of debits,
including long-term debit orders. Good news for
sure, but what should consumers do in the interim?
Alert their banks and request reversals and, where
necessary, stop payments.
Banks are bound to honour such requests, but can
reinstate debits where a beneficiary proves there
was a genuine mandate. This means that consumers
using such requests to manage their cash flow - in
other words, to avoid paying legitimate debts for a
particular month - will be caught out.
Continued on overleaf...

OLD TALES

full article

7 COMMON MOTOR INSURANCE MYTHS DEBUNKED
With the cost of owning and
running a car increasing
exponentially, it is important
for all motor vehicle owners to
ensure they fully understand
how their insurance premiums
are calculated and what they are
covered for.
There are a number of misperceptions about how
motor insurance works. Unfortunately this can often
result in negative consequences for motor vehicle
owners, such as claims rejections or underinsurance.
Below are some of the most common myths that
currently exist when it comes to motor insurance
premiums.

MYTH 1 Colour choice plays a major
role in premium costs
TRUTH: Some motor vehicle owners believe
that the colour of a vehicle plays a significant part
in calculating insurance premium fees, with red or
black cars costing the most to insure.
The truth is, most insurers have little interest in the
colour of a car, they are more interested in knowing
if the driver has had any previous car accidents,
the number of kilometres to be driven annually and
where the insured lives - which will impact on the
likelihood of a theft.
The type of vehicle is actually more likely to impact
premiums, so it is crucial to check the insurance
costs ahead of purchasing a new or used car as
motor insurance premiums are largely based on the
car make, model, body type, engine size, and the
age of the vehicle, as well as the age and driving
record of the driver.
Premiums can also be based, in part, on the
vehicles’ retail value, the cost to repair it and its
overall safety record.

MYTH 2 It costs more to be insured as
the driver gets older
TRUTH: Most insurance providers offer drivers
over the age of 55 years the opportunity to qualify for
a significant reduction in motor insurance premiums
and a reduced excess. Those who are retired or not
employed full-time, and therefore drive less but are
still under the age of 55, may also be eligible for a
discount on their insurance premium.

MYTH 3 If another person drives the
insured’s car, the other person’s motor
insurance will cover them in the event
of an accident
TRUTH: It is vital for motor vehicle owners to
be aware that the motor insurance policy covering
the vehicle involved is considered the primary
insurance, which means that the vehicle owner’s
insurance company must pay for damages caused
by an accident.
It is crucial that the insured is familiar with the terms
and conditions of their policy when allowing another
person to drive their car as there may be specific
driver limitations in respect of age and nominated
and/or regular drivers noted on the policy schedule.

MYTH 4 Personal motor insurance
covers business use of the car
TRUTH: People who are self-employed and
use their vehicle for business purposes may not
be fully covered in the event of a claim if they
have not declared the fact that the car is used for
business purposes.
The exact use of the motor vehicle must be stipulated
upfront when taking out insurance cover. If other
people, for example employees, also make use of the
car it is vital that the owner ensures that the other
drivers have good driving records before doing so.

MYTH 5 The insurance will pay out if I
was a victim of remote jamming
TRUTH: Theft with no sign of forcible entry is
usually repudiated by insurers and when it comes to
remote jamming there is hardly ever a way to prove

that the driver was a victim of remote jamming.
There is also no absolute clarity around the truth behind
some of these claims relating to remote jamming.
Whether an insurance company will pay out such
a claim is highly uncertain and would of course vary
greatly between insurers and policies.
However, for a claim to be successful the insurer
would likely request some form of proof from the
client, which is usually only available when the driver
happens to park in view of a security camera and are
also able to obtain the footage which supports their
version of events.

MYTH 6 The policy will cover damage
caused by potholes
TRUTH: If a motor vehicle is insured on a
comprehensive basis then any damage arising from
potholes would normally be covered, however, there
are some exceptions that motorists should be aware of.
An increasing number of insurance policies have an
exclusion which stipulates that damage to tyres, and
in some instances damage to rims of car wheels, is
not covered if the damage arises from road hazards
and potholes, except where the damage is as the
result of an accident which also causes damage to
other parts of the insured vehicle.

MYTH 7 Males pay more than females
for car insurance
TRUTH: This myth is largely only a reality for
males under the ages of 25 to 27 as they do usually
pay more for insurance than female drivers of the
same age. For motor owners 27 years of age and
older, gender plays a much smaller part in how
their insurance premiums are calculated. Hence,
men and women over the age of 27, with the same
driving history and records, should in theory pay the
same premium for the same cover.
Car insurance can seem fairly complicated.
However, by remaining informed about the correct
car insurance procedures, motor vehicle owners
can make better choices and as a result save a
substantial amount of money on a yearly basis.

OLD WAYS CONTINUED

PR DUCT

Personal Accident

The days of fraudsters plundering consumers’ bank
accounts through unauthorised debits are over.
Well, at least they will be in the next eight months.
CONTINUED

Cover

The association estimates at least 80% of disputed debits are due to cash-flow issues. Banks agree,
saying most disputes relate to this, as well as incorrect amounts and dates.
Reversals of debits are free at most banks - regardless of whether these are done within or after 40
days of a statement. Early reversals are immediate, but it becomes a longer process after 40 days.
The importance of checking monthly bank statements cannot be overstated. Some bank reversals

Get covered in the event of death or
permanent disability caused by accidental
injury that happens anywhere in the world.

automatically block all further debit attempts from the same source, but some banks require an
additional stop-payment instruction to prevent this.
These stop payments, although charged for (and sometimes refunded), are not guaranteed to stop the
fraudsters. A rogue debitor has only to change the name, debit date or amount linked to a debit run

This benefit is designed to cover you or your family in the
event of your death or permanent disability. Get up to
R100 000.00 to assist you or your family with medical bills
and other costs.

to render this pre-emptive block worthless.
Starting next month, when system operators traditionally apply for the annual renewal of their
operating licences, the association will require them to submit a list of users (clients), with their
dispute ratios.
And banks, too, are under renewed pressure. Not only are they subject to monthly monitoring and

INTERESTING

obliged to report users that exceed the prescribed dispute ratios, but since last year the association
has introduced a R1000 fine per debit where it finds no mandate.

5 Of The World’s
Oldest Companies

Association CEO Walter Volker said fines handed out to banks - which passed them on to the system

1. Consolidated Edison 193 years

the debit order abuse list, which means ... no other bank may sponsor them into the system,” said Volker.

Originally started out as “New York Gas Light”. In the early years
of the 20th century the firm expanded into electricity, and in
1936 was renamed the Consolidated Edison Company of New
York. Today, Consolidated Edison provides electricity to over
three million customers.

But why aren’t these rogues behind bars?

2. Lloyd’s 328 years

And, if they do, an individual fraud charge of around R100 is unlikely to get the attention of an

Today, Lloyd’s is the world’s leading insurance market, housed
over the pond in London, England. However, its beginnings lie in
the more modest surroundings of a 17th century coffee house.

operators - were “in the order of a few R100000 every month”.
The association also manages what it calls a “review list”, during which time users under investigation
may not move to another bank. “After the investigation, they’re either taken off this list, or moved on to

Once most consumers get their money back, they don’t bother to lay criminal charges.

overburdened policeman. But all is not lost. The pending Cyber Crimes and Cyber Security Bill - the
first round of public comment is complete - will make the misuse of personal information (such

3. IBM 105 years

as bank accounts) to commit a cybercrime an offence. It will also place certain responsibilities on

IBM has had a colorful 100 years, acting as a pioneer in both the
American “New Deal” on social security and in civil rights, yet
also being accused of providing equipment to the Nazi regime
during the Second World War.

electronic service providers to combat cybercrime. The bill, however, is some way off.
In the meantime, though, a very useful tool for consumers is a new standardised affidavit containing

4. Tuttle Farm approximately 386 years

handed in at any police charge office for investigation.

Tuttle Farm in New Hampshire is an inspiring case of a
withstanding American family business. Now run by the 11th
generation of the family, the farm is the oldest continually
operating family farm in the United States.

5. Kongo Gumi 1,428 years
Although they have now ceased trading, no piece about
historical firms would be complete without at least mentioning
the Japanese temple builder Kongo Gumi. This business had
been trading for 14 centuries and was, until 2006, the world’s
oldest continuously operating family business.

full article

all the material allegations to prove debit order fraud. The affidavit, available from banks, can be

Pierre Coetzee, the association’ s head of legal and regulatory affairs, said: “The reason for the
appointment of such a dedicated person is to have a resource with the necessary knowledge to
investigate and process debit order fraud more effectively and efficiently.”

full article

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE

of aging disgracefully

A word from therapy
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